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A letter from Ralph Lane, Governor of Virginia, invokes Sir Philip Sidney
as the most desirable leader for the next and largest venture;1 and Greville explains
that Sidney's idea of "Planting upon the Main of America" was to capture and
" possess Nombre de Dios, or some other haven near unto it," as a " Rendez-yous
for supply or retreat of an Army upon all occasions."   Sidney hoped for a fleet from
the Low Countries to " assist and second the ships of his Sovereign"; and he had
" won 30 gentlemen of great bloud and state here in England, every man to sell
one hundred pounds land, to second and countenance this first Fleet with a
stronger   ....
"This new intended Plantation" was not to be " an Asylum for fugitives, or
a Bellum Piraticum for Banditi, ... but as an Emporium for ...
all nations that love or profess any kin.de of vertue, or Commerce ..."
After eulogising the project in his most exalted manner, Greville admits that
"the word gold" was a magnet "to make men venture that which they have,
in hope to grow rich by that which they have not."2
The point now apt to be missed is that Drake's expedition in the "Elizabeth
Bonaventure " in 1585-1586, and Leicester's appointment to command in the Low
Countries were both parts of the struggle against King Philip; and acts of aggression
by Drake were on the ancient principle that the best defence is attack.
King Philip's aspiration to include England among Spanish possessions was no
secret;3 and, since the dismissal o£ the Ambassador Mendoza, all pretence at amity
had disappeared. Therefore to talk nowadays of Drake and Sidney as if in 1585
they had been a pair of headstrong boys, bent on an illicit frolic, is utterly to mis-
conceive the persons and the circumstances,4
Greville, writing long afterwards, implies a doubt whether Drake really wished
to have Sidney with him as joint-Commander.5 But, in any case, firm opposition
to Sidney's departure is likely to have come from Lord Leicester, who had made up
his mind to have his nephew's help in the Low Country labours.
112 Aug: 1585. Dated from Port Fernando. Cat: S.P. Colonial, Vol. I (1860) p. 3; Short Abstract.
To the best of the present writer's recollection, the original letter refers to Sidney as prospective
" Generail;" which to some extent bears out Fulke Greville's rendering of the intention. The
State Papers Colonial are scanty for the Elizabethan era. This Calendar begins with an undated
MS. circa 1574, relating to Mr. Carleile (Walsingham's stepson), and conjectured by the editor
(Noel Sainsbury) to be connected with the 1573-4 petition of Sir Humphrey Gilbert and others.
S.P. Dom: Eliz: XVC, 63 (Cal: p. 475); and see E.E. II, pp. 220-222; and V, ante, p. 254. The
third item is a description of America, circa 1580. The previous year, Simon Fernando, " Secretary
Walsingham's man," went and came from the American coast in " the little frigate" unattended.
For various references to English maritime activities at this time, see Cal: S.P. Spanish, Vol. Ill,
published 36 years after the above English Cal: S.P. Colonial, I.
2" The Life of the Renowned Sir Philip Sidney/' Ch: X, (Ed: 1906, pp. 88-89).
3SeeE.E. Vol. IV. p. 304.
4 This attitude seems to have been made popular by Zouch in 1808. (E.E. V. Ante, p. 266). But
contrast it with what was written at the time, both by a citizen of London, and by the King of
Spain. (E.E. pp. 281-286).
5"Life of the most Renowned Sir Philip Sidney"ch: vii, pp. 55-57.

